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Over the past 24 hours, Hamas has escalated its attacks against Israeli civilians, firing 
over 180 rockets primarily at Israeli villages and schools. The city of Be’er Sheva was hit for 
the first time since 2014.  
  
Israel has responded in self-defense, as any sovereign nation would be expected to. Missile 
Defense System, Iron Dome has intercepted approximately 30 rockets heading for densely 
populated areas, and soldiers have targeted the source of fire to prevent further threat to Israeli 
lives, hitting 150 Hamas targets. 
  
As with previous conflicts, Hamas is holding Gaza hostage with an extremist ideology bent 
on killing as many Israelis and Jews as possible, at all costs. Hamas continues to launch 
rockets from urban areas, hoping to cause both Israeli and Palestinian civilian 
casualties. This recent violence is an extension of the months of arson terror which has 
caused hundreds of deadly and environmentally catastrophic wildfires across the Israeli south, 
as well as Hamas’s use of terror cells to target Israeli civilians with snipers, IEDs and 
tunnels dug into Israeli territory. Since it overthrew the Palestinian Authority in Gaza in 2007, 
Hamas only pauses so it can rearm. 
  
Attacks on Israeli civilians and genuine threats to the safety of thousands have regrettably been 
portrayed as “ peaceful protests” or “demonstrations”, which could not be further from the 
truth, as confirmed by Hamas leaders themselves in Arabic interviews to Arab TV stations. 
  
Israel calls on law abiding nations and international bodies to condemn Hamas 
unreservedly for its aggression. Inversely, Hamas is taking steps to further worsen the 
situation of their own people, as a play for international condemnation of Israel. 
  
Israel will continue to defend its citizens, while seeking a just and sustainable peace in which 
Israeli civilians do not live under the threat of Hamas’s genocidal terror. 
 
Watch: This is the reality for a million southern Israeli civilians under fire 
Watch: Hamas rocket targets children with 15 second alert siren 
 


